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Precision Induction Heating

Heating brass inserts for metal-to-plastic
insertion
Objective To heat brass inserts for a metal-to-plastic insertion
application; the part is used to create an automotive valve
cover
Material 

Customer supplied 0.33” (8 mm) O.D. knurled brass insert

Temperature 752o F (400o C)
Frequency 184 kHz
Equipment 


Ambrell EASYHEAT 10 kW/150-400 kHz induction heating
system equipped with a remote workhead containing two
1.0 μF capacitors
A three turn, helical induction heating coil designed and
developed to generate the required heat for this application

Process Inserts were placed into the coil and heated. Thermal
indicating paint was used to specify when the targeted
temperature was achieved. The inserts heated to temperature
within the desired heating cycle time of four seconds.
The coil that was designed for this application can be used for
up to six brass inserts. Four coils can be used so that the client
can heat 22 brass inserts on a single manifold as desired.
Results/Benefits 



Speed: A competitor couldn’t come up with a solution to
help the client heat all of the inserts concurrently, but
Ambrell was able to do so
High production rate: The solution from Ambrell enables the
customer to improve its production rate
Innovation: Ambrell’s Applications Lab was able to solve a
problem that a competitor couldn’t solve, which is a key
benefit when purchasing induction solutions from Ambrell
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The brass insert that requires heating.

The part inside the helical induction heating coil.
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